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 I.           Background 

 Plainti�   Intervenors   Eddie   Bernice   Johnson,   Sheila   Jackson   Lee,   Alexander   Green  1  and 

 Jasmine   Crockett   moved   to   intervene   in   this   action   because   they   were   aggrieved   by   the   new 

 Congressional   Plan   adopted   for   use   in   Texas—C2193.   Johnson,   Jackson-Lee   and   Green   are 

 members   of   the   United   States   Congress   (Congressional   Districts   30,   18   and   9   respectively). 

 Representative   Crockett   is   a   member   of   the   Texas   Legislature   who   was   actively   involved   in   the   �ght 

 against   C2193   and   who   is   a   candidate   to   replace   Congresswoman   Johnson   in   CD30.    All   Plainti� 

 Intervenors   are   voters   in   their   respective   districts   who   intend   to   vote   and   complain   in   this   lawsuit 

 about   how   redistricting   impacted   them   as   voters   in   their   districts   as   well   as   members   of   Congress. 

 In   their   First   Amended   Complaint   Plainti�-Intervenors   allege   vote   dilution,   intentional   vote 

 dilution,   racial   gerrymandering   and   intentional   discrimination.    Constitutional   claims   were   lodged 

 under   both   the   14  th  and   15  th  Amendments   to   the   United   States   Constitution. 

 Defendants  Greg  Abbott,  John  Scott  and  the  State  of  Texas  �led  a  Motion  to  Dismis  s  seeking 

 to  have  Plainti�’s  claims  for  the  following  dismissed:  (a)  vote  dilution  under  §  2  of  the  Voting 

 Rights  Act;  (b)  Racial  Gerrymandering;  and  (c)  Intentional  Discrimination  under  the 

 14  th  Amendment.  Defendants  did  not  seek  the  dismissal  of  Intervenors’  claims  for  intentional  vote 

 dilution   or   any   that   were   made   under   the   Fifteenth   Amendment   to   the   United   States   Constitution. 

 1  Intervenors  adopt  and  incorporate  for  all  purposes  Exhibits  A  and  B  to  the  First  Amended 
 Complaint  . 
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 II.          Objection   to   Motion   as   De�cient 

 The  Federal  Rules  of  Civil  Procedure  Rule  7(b)(1)(B)  requires  that  motions  must  state  with 

 particularity  the  grounds  for  seeking  the  order.  However,  in  their  Motion  the  movants  fail  to 

 designate  under  what  provision  of  the  FRCP  are  they  proceeding,  leaving  the  Intervenors  to  guess 

 about  the  authority  under  which  they  are  proceeding.  There  are  di�erent  FRCP  provisions 

 regarding  Motions  to  Dismiss  and  the  rules  thereunder  are  di�erent.  It  is  essential  that  this  level  of 

 particularity  be  provided  so  that  there  is  adequate  notice  and  a  proper  opportunity  to  respond. 

 Registration   Control   Systems   v.   Compusystems,   Inc.,  922   F.2d   805,   807   (Fed.   Cir.   1999). 

 III.         Legal   Standards 

 At  this  stage  in  examining  Defendants’  motion,  the  court  must  assume  that  all  material 

 facts  contained  in  the  complaint  are  true  and  resolve  all  inferences  in  the  plainti�’s  favor.  Collins  v. 

 Morgan  Stanley  Dean  Witter  ,  224  F.3d  496,  498  (5  th  Cir.  2000).  The  Complaint  must  give  fair 

 notice  to  the  Defendant  of  the  Claim  by  making  a  short  and  plain  statement  in  the  pleading 

 indicating  they  are  entitled  to  relief.  See  FRCP  8(a)(2).  The  Complaint  should  include  plausible 

 factual  allegations  to  support  the  claim.  Lormand  v.  U.S.  Unwired,  Inc  .,  565  F.  3d  228,  232  (5  th 

 Cir.   2009). 

 Argument   &   Authorities 

 IV.  Standing 

 This  Court  decided  questions  regarding  standing  in  this  consolidated  cause.  That  decision 

 is  relevant  to  the  current  motion.  As  the  Court  recently  held  in  reference  to  the  Brooks  Intervenors 

 Standing  is  necessary  for  this  Court  to  have  subject-matter  jurisdiction.  League  of  United  Latin 

 2 
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 Am.  Citizens  v.  Abbott  ,  No.  EP-21-CV-00259-DCG-JES-JVB,  at  *1  (W.D.  Tex.  Dec.  30, 

 2021)(quoting  Lujan  v.  Defs.  of  Wildlife  ,  504  U.S.  555,  560  (1992)).  “Intervenors  must  show  (1) 

 an  injury  in  fact,  (2)  a  causal  connection  between  the  injury  and  the  defendant’s  conduct,  and  (3)  a 

 likelihood   that   a   favorable   decision   will   redress   the   injury.”  Id  .   (quoting  Lujan  at   560–61   ) 

 The  Court  has  held  that  a  voter  who  will  vote  and  makes  a  claim  of  intentional 

 discrimination  has  standing  to  bring  the  claim,  as  well  as  elected  o�cials  who  are  impacted  by  the 

 map,  see  Dkt.  119  at  3–5.  This  is  particularly  true  of  elected  o�cials  who  are  seeking  re-election, 

 see  Dkt.  119  at  3–5.  Further,  voters  who  complain  in  cases  involving  vote  dilution  or  racial 

 gerrymanders  should  take  note  that  when  one’s  district  is  cracked  or  packed,  this  provides  standing 

 to  litigate  such  a  possible  illegal  action.  Harding  v.  County  of  Dallas  —cracking  of  a  District 

 provides  standing,  948  F.3d  302  (5  th  Cir.  2020).  Importantly,  in  this  case  the  complaint  makes  it 

 clear  how  the  intervenors  are  complaining  about  packing,  cracking,  eliminating  the  core  of  their 

 districts  and  a  host  of  other  examples  of  the  State  not  following  traditional  redistricting  principles. 

 Texas  v.  U.  S  .  887  F.Supp.  2d.  133,  159  (D.D.C.  2012)  discussed  the  9  th  ,  18  th  and  30  th  Congressional 

 Districts  the  last  round  and  importantly  noted  that  substantial  but  unnecessary  surgery  to  the 

 districts   was   probative   of   intentional   discrimination. 

 Article  III  still  applies  to  Congressional  Representatives  when  they  are  acting  in  their 

 o�cial  capacity  Diaz-Balart  v.  Browning  2011  WL  13175016  (S.D.  Fla.)  3-4  2  .  However,  when 

 standing  is  at  issue,  Courts  have  well  established  that  “the  harm  can  relate  to  their  ability  to  ful�ll 

 2  The   Intervenors   in   this   case   were   both   members   of   the   U.S.   House   of   Representatives,   Mario 
 Diaz-Balart   and   Corrine   Brown.   The   Florida   House   of   Representatives   acted   as   an   intervenor   in   the 
 case. 
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 their  responsibilities  as  congresspeople.”  Id.  Therefore,  "federal  courts  may  exercise  power  as  a 

 necessity.  3  Intervenor  Representative  Crockett  is  a  member  of  the  Texas  Legislature  who  was 

 actively  involved  in  the  �ght  against  C2193  and  who  is  a  candidate  to  replace  Congresswoman 

 Johnson  in  CD30.  Crockett  is  a  registered  voter  who  intends  to  vote  and  complain  in  this  lawsuit 

 about  how  redistricting  impacted  them  as  voters  in  their  districts  as  well  as  members  of  Congress  . 

 Crockett  has  alleged  speci�c  instances  of  conduct  where  defendants  impeded  her  e�orts  to  propose 

 an  alternative  map  as  well  as  other  bad  acts  that  a�ected  their  ability  to  ful�ll  their  responsibilities 

 as   congresspeople,   which   is   su�cient   for   Article   III   standing,   see  dkt.   209,  ¶  34   (i-x). 

 Here,  the  irregularities  and  intentional  abandonment  of  a  traditional  process  during  the 

 session  that  served  as  a  direct  impediment  on  Intervenor  Crockett’s  ability  to  ful�ll  her 

 responsibilities  were  overtly  racial,  and  the  cause  and  e�ect  of  bad  faith  behavior  that  directly 

 relates  to  Congressional  Representatives  ability  to  ful�ll  their  responsibilities  as  congresspeople  and 

 eliminates   any   good   faith   presumption   a�orded   to   the   defendants   see  dkt.   209,  ¶  33   and  ¶  35-54. 

 All  Plainti�  Intervenors  are  voters  in  their  respective  districts  and  complain  in  this  lawsuit 

 about  how  redistricting  impacted  them  as  voters  in  their  districts.  Thus,  Congresspersons  and 

 Representative  Crockett  have  standing  as  Registered  Voters  as  well  as  legislators  like  Senator 

 Powell. 

 Johnson,  Jackson-Lee  and  Green  are  members  of  the  United  States  Congress  (Congressional 

 Districts  30,  18  and  9  respectively).  Intervenor  Crockett  is  a  member  of  the  Texas  House  of 

 3  (quoting  Chicago  Grand  Trunk  R.  Co  .  v.  Wellman  ,  143  U.S.  339,  345  (1892))”  Raines  v.  Byrd  ,  521 
 U.S.  811,  819  (1997).  Distinguishing  Raines  ,  their  vote  on  the  Act,  “were  given  full  e�ect.  They  simply 
 lost   that   vote#.”  Raines   v.   Byrd  ,   521   U.S.   811,   824  (1997). 
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 Representatives.  Intervenors  have  brought  claims  that  involve  their  districts,  but  which  are  part  of 

 greater  schemes  to  engage  in  a  racial  gerrymander,  dilute  the  vote  of  African-American  voters  and 

 their  Latino  allies  and  intentional  discrimination  in  the  adoption  of  C2193  by  the  State  of  Texas. 

 Defendants  argue  that  Intervenors  lack  standing  to  bring  these  claims  because  they  reside  only  in 

 CD9,  CD18,  and  CD30,  and  because  that  district  will  elect  the  candidate  of  choice  of  the 

 African-American  community  they  have  no  standing  to  complain  about  any  discrimination  in  the 

 map  see  Def.’s  Mot.  to  Dismiss.  However,  Hays,  a  case  cited  by  the  defendants  themselves  ,  laid  out 

 the  intricate  di�culties  when  analyzing  the  context  of  standing  when  a  “plainti�  has  been  denied 

 equal  treatment  because  of  the  legislature's  reliance  on  racial  criteria  ''  and  how  that  is  su�cient  to 

 satisfy  standing  to  challenge  the  legislature's  action.  This  also  includes  challenging  an  entire  map, 

 notwithstanding   residents   who   live   outside   of   the   district  4  . 

 A.  Intervenors   have   met   burden   of   pleading   intentional  discrimination 

 The  new  plan  ensured  that  Congressional  Districts  9,  18  and  30,  all  minority  opportunity 

 districts,  would  be  reduced  in  the  Black  Citizen  Voting  Age  population  of  CD30  which  went  from 

 51%  to  48%  see  dkt.  209,  ¶  28.  African-American  voters  were  moved  from  Congressional  District 

 to  Congressional  District  to  ensure  white  voter  dominance  in  the  Metroplex.  Black  and  Brown 

 voters  were  moved  from  CD6  to  CD30,  and  from  CD30  to  CD32,  and  from  CD5  and  CD24  to 

 CD32,  in  order  to  accommodate  this  scheme  see  dkt.  209,  ¶  28.  To  add  insult  to  Intervenors’ 

 4  United  States  v.  Hays  ,  515  U.S.  737,  744  (1995)  (“Demonstrating  the  individualized  harm  our 
 standing  doctrine  requires  may  not  be  easy  in  the  racial  gerrymandering  context,  as  it  will 
 frequently  be  di�cult  to  discern  why  a  particular  citizen  was  put  in  one  district  or  another.  See  id  ., 
 at   644”). 
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 injury,  the  Texas  Legislature  declined  to  adopt  an  amendment  that  would  have  cured  this 

 retrogression. 

 Intervenors  have  met  the  burden  of  pleading  intentional  discrimination.  What  is  clear  from 

 Appendix  A  5  is  that  the  First  Amended  Complaint  expressly  states  that  Defendants  intentionally 

 discriminated  in  adoption  of  the  current  redistricting  plan,  see  dkt.  209  ¶  2,  26.  Paragraphs  23,  26, 

 27,  and  28  allege  facts  in  support  of  this  claim,  see  dkt.  209  ¶  23,  26,  27,  28.  Facts  such  as  how  a  full 

 remedy  required  the  approval  of  leadership,  see  dkt.  209,  ¶  23,  or  how  Defendants  acted  to  destroy 

 a  naturally  occurring  coalition  district  ,see  dkt.  209,  ¶  25,  and  that  communities  were  cracked  and 

 packed  to  preserve  white  power  see  dkt.  209,  ¶  26.  These  facts,  inter  alia  ,  more  than  meet  the 

 standard  of  alleging  facts  that  must  be  taken  as  true.  Accordingly,  Defendants  cannot  prevail  on 

 their   motion   to   dismiss. 

 The  new  plan  ensured  that  Congressional  Districts  9,  18  and  30,  all  minority  opportunity 

 districts,  were  subjected  to  cracking  and  movement  of  their  voters  to  dilute  minority  voting 

 strength,  and  even  reduced  the  Black  Citizen  Voting  Age  population  of  CD30  from  51%  to  48% 

 see  dkt.  209,  ¶  28.  African-American  voters  were  moved  from  Congressional  District  to 

 Congressional  District  to  ensure  white  voter  dominance  in  the  Metroplex  and  in  the  Houston  and 

 Fort  Bend  area  as  well.  Black  and  Brown  voters  were  moved  from  CD6  to  CD30,  and  from  CD30 

 to  CD32,  and  from  CD5  and  CD24  to  CD32,  in  order  to  accommodate  this  scheme  dkt.  209,  ¶ 

 5  Intervenors  again  note  that  the  construe  Defendants’  submission  as  a  Motion  to  Dismiss  pursuant  to 
 12(b)  of  the  FRCP.  Intervenors  do  not  request  the  Court  to  treat  the  submission  as  a  Summary 
 Judgment   Motion. 
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 28.  To  add  insult  to  Intervenors’  injury,  the  Texas  Legislature  declined  to  adopt  an  amendment 

 that   would   have   cured   this   retrogression. 

 The  history  of  prior  plans  is  relevant  to  analysis.  Chen  v.  City  of  Houston  ,  206  F.3d  502, 

 509  (5  th  Cir,  2020).  Texas  prior  plan  in  2011  regarding  these  same  districts  were  held  to  be 

 intentionally  discriminatory.  Texas  v.  U.  S  .,  887  F.Supp.  2d.  133,  159  (  D.D.C.  2012)  .  In  the 

 process  of  �nding  intentional  discrimination  in  the  plan’s  enactment,  the  Court  found  that  the 

 unnecessary  surgery  then,  like  now,  was  probative  of  intentional  discrimination.  Texas  ,  supra  at 

 159-161.  The  Court  noted  too  that  the  Arlington  Heights  Factors  were  also  probative  and 

 revealing. 

 Merits 

 B.  Intervenors   Have   Met   Burden   of   Pleading   Racial  Gerrymander. 

 Intervenors  note  that  Defendants  position  that  Intervernors  lack  standing  to  bring  a  racial 

 gerrymander  claim  lacks  support  in  case  law.  Indeed,  “  [w]here  a  plainti�  resides  in  a  racially 

 gerrymandered  district,  however,  the  plainti�  has  been  denied  equal  treatment  because  of  the 

 legislature's  reliance  on  racial  criteria,  and  therefore  has  standing  to  challenge  the  legislature's 

 action.”  United  States  v.  Hays  ,  515  U.S.  737,  744-45  (1995)  (quoting  General  Contractors  v. 

 Jacksonville  ,  508  U.S.  656  (1993)).  When  evaluating  evidence  of  racial  gerrymandering,  the  Court 

 recognizes  that  "voters  can  present  statewide  evidence  in  order  to  prove  racial  gerrymandering  in  a 

 particular  district  6  "  because  “Districts  share  borders…  and  a  legislature  may  pursue  a  common 

 6  Bethune-Hill   v.   Va.   State   Bd.   of   Elections  ,   137   S.  Ct.   788,   800   (2017);   citing  Alabama,   supra,  at 
 ––––,   135   S.Ct.,   at   1265   (emphasis   deleted). 
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 redistricting  policy  toward  multiple  districts…  and  a  legislature's  race-based  decision  making  may  be 

 evident  in  a  particular  part  of  a  district  7  .”  Thus,  courts  may  consider  evidence  regarding  certain 

 portions  of  a  district's  lines,  including  portions  that  con�ict  with  traditional  redistricting 

 principles  8  . 

 The  law  provides  that,  a  “Plainti�'s  burden  in  a  racial  gerrymandering  case  is  "to  show, 

 either  through  circumstantial  evidence  of  a  district's  shape  and  demographics  or  more  direct 

 evidence  going  to  legislative  purpose,  that  race  was  the  predominant  factor  motivating  the 

 legislature's  decision  to  place  a  signi�cant  number  of  voters  within  or  without  a  particular 

 district."  Miller,  515  U.S.,  at  916  ,  115  S.Ct.  2475  .  Cf.  Easley  v.  Cromartie,  532  U.S.  234,  258  ,  121 

 S.Ct.  1452  ,  149  L.Ed.2d  430  (2001)  (  Caucus  v.  Alabama  ,  575  U.S.  254,  266-67  (2015).  In  this  case, 

 race  predominated  over  all  other  factors  including  traditional  redistricting  principles  such  as 

 maintaining  the  core  of  districts,  not  performing  unnecessary  surgery  on  districts,  maintaining 

 communities  of  interest  or  ensuring  that  the  districts  are  compast,  all  as  alleged  in  our  amended 

 complaint.  Further,  though  we  don’t  agree  that  race  was  not  considered  by  the  mapdrawers,  the 

 mere  fact  that  they  would  suggest  not  considering  race  in  light  of  the  case  law  is  an  a�rmative 

 statement  admitting  that  Defendants  abandoned  their  obligations  under  the  Voting  Rights  Act  and 

 that  this  fatally  impacted  the  constitutionality  of  the  districting  scheme.  Intervenors  can  show, 

 using  traceable  statewide  evidence,  that  because  the  vote  dilution  scheme  involves  more  than  one 

 district,  and  as  such,  Intervenors  should  have  standing  to  challenge  not  only  the  gerrymandering  of 

 8  135   S.Ct.,   at   1265 
 7  135   S.Ct.,   at   1265 
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 their  districts,  but  also  the  regional  gerrymander  which  it  is  part  of  as  any  remedy  would  more  than 

 likely  involve  them  all.  Furthermore,  Congressional  Districts  18  and  30  are  retrogressed  in  the 

 adopted  plan  and  they  are  retrogressed  so  that  area  vote  dilution  and/or  a  racial  gerrymander  of 

 each   area   likely   would   take   place. 

 Congressional  Districts  9,  18  and  30  were  all  redrawn  as  part  of  area  schemes  to 

 gerrymander  districts  in  favor  of  white  voters,  dilute  the  voting  strength  of  African-American  and 

 Latino  voters  and  to  protect  white  incumbents  of  both  political  parties.  Simply  because  voters  in 

 part  of  a  scheme  may  be  able  to  elect  the  candidate  of  their  choice  does  not  impact  their  ability  to 

 litigate  such  an  illegal  scheme  nor  does  it  prevent  voters  residing  in  other  areas  from  attacking  it. 

 What  the  State  is  suggesting  is  that  others  can  raise  issues  and  force  the  redrawing  of  CD9,  CD18 

 and  CD30,  and  the  voters  in  CD9,  CD18  and  CD30  would  have  no  say  in  the  redrawing.  Before 

 this  discriminatory  plan  was  adopted,  under  the  benchmark  plan  the  9th,  18th,  and  30th 

 Congressional  Districts  were  all  close  to  the  optimal  size  of  766,000  persons  for  districts  after  the 

 2020  census.  The  9th  District  in  particular  was  only  3,611  persons  above  the  optimum  number  of 

 persons   for   a   Texas   Congressional   District  see  dkt.  209,  ¶  2. 

 Instead  of  following  traditional  redistricting  principles  and  maintaining  the  core  of  each 

 district,  the  Texas  Legislature  made  drastic  changes  to  each  of  these  districts  and  removed  tens  of 

 thousands  of  voters  from  this  optimum-sized  district,  then  added  tens  of  thousands  of  new  voters 

 to  the  district  see  dkt.  209,  ¶  2.  Communities  of  interest  were  cracked  out  of  each  of  those  districts 

 in  order  to  bene�t  districts  to  be  dominated  by  white  voters,  and  in  some  instances  new  districts 

 that  were  less  compact  resulted.  Further,  the  record  is  clear  that  Texas  did  not  put  the  kind  of 
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 emphasis  on  identifying  persons  in  the  State  for  purposes  of  being  counted  in  the  2021  census  as 

 did  other  States,  and  as  a  result  it  fell  just  short  of  being  entitled  to  3  additional  Congressional 

 districts.  As  the  growth  was  almost  exclusively  minority  and  was  majority  Latino,  this  would  have 

 provided  even  more  justi�cation  for  creating  new  Latino  or  minority  opportunity  districts.  These 

 actions,  along  with  several  other  actions  by  the  defendants,  were  taken  in  order  to  ensure  that  white 

 voters  would  be  able  to  control  a  majority  of  the  voting  districts  in  the  area,  including  those  they 

 had   previously   dominated. 

 Intervenors  note  that  a  racial  gerrymandering  claim  that  establishes  "that  race  was 

 improperly  used  in  the  drawing  of  the  boundaries  of  one  or  more  speci�c  electoral  districts."  Ala. 

 Legislative  Black  Caucus  v.  Alabama  ,  575  U.S.  254,  265.  Intervenors  aver  that  the  Supreme  Court 

 has  held  that  racial  gerrymanders  can  exist  even  where  minorities  retain  their  ability  to  elect  the 

 candidates  of  their  choice.  Bush  v.  Vera  ,  517  U.S.  952.  Indeed  this  decision  considered  the  very 

 Congressional  Districts  at  issue  today.  Id  .  at  971-972  for  CD30  and  974-976  for  CD18.  To  survive 

 a  12  (b)(6)  motion,  Intervenors  need  only  plead  that  race  was  improperly  used  in  drawing 

 districting  lines.  But  this  precisely  what  Intervenors  Plainti�s  herein  have  done.  Intervenors 

 speci�cally  allege  a  racial  gerrymander  in  the  amended  complaint,  see  dkt.  209,  ¶  25  9  ,  26  10  ,  28  11  . 

 Indeed,  Intervenors  aver  that  race  predominated  over  other  considerations.  Id.  ¶.  Again,  FRCP 

 12(b)(6)   requires   no   more. 

 11  “Congressional   Districts   18   and   30   are   retrogressed   in   the   adopted   plan   and   they   are   retrogressed   so 
 that   area   vote   dilution   and/or   a   racial   gerrymander   of   each   area   likely   would   take   place.” 

 10  “[T]here   was   an   area   racial   gerrymander.” 

 9  “Intervenor   Crockett   introduced   an   amendment   to   the  retrogression,   vote   dilution   or   racial 
 gerrymander   but   was   not   successful   in   achieving   passage.” 
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 C.  Intervenors   Have   Met   Burden   of   Pleading  Intentional   Vote   Dilution. 

 As  drawn  in  the  congressional  plan  passed  by  the  Texas  Legislature,  congressional  districts 

 in  Harris,  Fort  Bend,  Brazoria,  Galveston  and  other  area  counties  as  well  as  in  Dallas,  Tarrant, 

 Johnson  and  neighboring  counties  dilute  the  voting  strength  of  African-American  and  Latino 

 voters,  causing  an  inequality  in  opportunities  for  minority  voters  to  elect  their  preferred 

 representative(s).  Plainti�  Intervenors  have  alleged  su�cient  facts  to  be  heard  on  the  issue,  because 

 Intervenors  can  establish  standing  in  their  intentional  vote  dilution  claim  in  that  the  defendants 

 manipulation  of  the  new  congressional  plan  that  cracked  out  10  precincts  from  allied  communities 

 of  interest  that  had  worked  cohesively  together,  See  dkt.  209,  ¶  3,  4,  53.  created  an  inequality  in 

 opportunities  for  minority  voters  to  elect  their  preferred  representative(s)  “at  least  in  part  ‘because 

 of,’   not   merely   ‘in   spite   of,’   its   adverse   e�ects   upon   an   identi�able   group  12  . 

 Because  intentional  vote  dilution  claims  are  infrequently  asserted,  "[t]he  role  that  §  2  and 

 Gingles  play  in  intentional  vote  dilution  claims  as  opposed  to  results-only  claims  is  somewhat 

 unsettled.”  Harding  v.  Cnty.  of  Dallas  ,  948  F.3d  302,  312-13  (5th  Cir.  2020).  To  that  end,  §  2  “on 

 its  face  is  broad  enough  to  cover  practices  which  are  not  permanent  structures  of  the  electoral 

 system  but  nevertheless  operate  to  dilute  or  diminish  the  vote  of  [minorities  13  ]."  However,  the 

 decisionmaker  need  not  explicitly  spell  out  its  invidious  goals—a  court  may  sometimes  infer 

 discriminatory  intent  where  an  act  has  predictable  discriminatory  consequences.”  (Preliminary 

 Injunction  Memorandum  citing  See  id.  at  279  n.25;  United  States  v.  Brown  ,  561  F.3d  420,  433  (5th 

 13  See,   e.g.,   Toney   v.   White  ,  488   F.2d   310,   311-12  (5th  Cir.   1973)”  U.S.   v.   Brown  ,   561   F.3d   420,   432   (5th 
 Cir.   2009). 

 12  Pers.   Adm’r   of   Mass.   v.   Feeney,   442   U.S.   256,   279  (1979). 
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 Cir.  2009).  Therefore,  injury  claims  involving  discriminatory  intent  do  not  require  a  challagener  to 

 be  meticulous  as  you  would  be  in  effects  cases,  but  you  do  need  “  some  showing  of  injury”...  to  assure 

 that  the  district  court  can  impose  a  meaningful  remedy.”  Garza  v.  County  of  Los  Angeles  ,  918  F.2d 

 763,   771   (9th   Cir.   1990). 

 Black  and  Brown  voters  and  voters  who  voted  with  them  were  moved  into  Congressional 

 District  7  to  strengthen  that  district  on  behalf  of  the  white  incumbent.  Congressional  District  7 

 was  near  the  optimum  size  for  districts  in  the  2021  round  of  redistricting,  but  the  map  drawers 

 moved  nearly  a  quarter  of  a  million  voters  from  the  African-American  Opportunity  District  in 

 Congressional   District   9   in   order   to   strengthen   Congressional   District   7,  see  dkt.   209,  ¶  31,   66. 

 This  major  transfer  of  voters  then  required  the  map  drawers  to  crack  out  10  precincts  from 

 allied  communities  of  interest  that  had  worked  cohesively  together  in  the  18th  Congressional 

 District  and  place  them  in  the  9th.  The  facts  in  this  case  reaps  heavily  with  the  facts  in  Garza  v. 

 County  of  Los  Angeles,  14  where  the  county  decided  seats  to  protect  a  white  incumbent  in  order  to 

 preserve  incumbency  by  intentionally  cracking  or  “fragmenting”  districts  in  a  discriminatory  way. 

 In  that  case,  the  discriminatory  result  was  that  it  created  two  new  seats  to  be  dominated  by  white 

 voters,  and  zero  new  seats  to  be  dominated  by  Latino  voters  or  minority  voters  in  coalition  with 

 each   other   as   could   have   been   created.  . 

 14  Intervenors  alleged   that   the   existing   boundaries,  which   had   been   drawn   after   the   1980   census,   were 
 gerrymandered   boundaries   that   diluted   Hispanic   voting   strength.   They   sought   redistricting   in   order   to 
 create   a   district   with   a   Hispanic   majority   for   the   1990   Board   of   Supervisors   election   in   which   two 
 board   members   were   to   be   elected.  Garza   v.   County  of   Los   Angeles  ,   918   F.2d   763,   765   (9th   Cir.   1990). 
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 D.  Intervenors  Have  Plead  Su�cient  Facts  to  Meet  Their  Burden  of  Voter 
 Dilution   Under   §   2. 

 It  is  well  established  that  Congress’  intent  behind  §  2,  was  to  eliminate  all  “discriminatory 

 election  systems  or  practices  which  operate,  designedly  or  otherwise,  to  minimize  or  cancel  out  the 

 voting  strength  and  political  e�ectiveness  of  minority  groups.”  S.  Rep.  No.  97–  417,  p.  28  (1982)  (S. 

 Rep.)...   and   this   also   extends   to   every   kind   of   voting   or   election   rule  15  . 

 Here,  Intervenors  seek  to  eliminate  the  discriminatory  result  that  was  imposed  on  them  as 

 voters,  o�cials,  and  also  on  others  similarly  situated.  CD29,  a  Latino  opportunity  district,  was 

 negatively  impacted  and  lost  an  important  community  of  interest  that  was  placed  in  the  9th 

 Congressional  District,  causing  Intervenors’  injury  to  be  so  interrelated  with  another  individual's 

 rights,  that  the  injured  party  could  raise  the  rights  of  the  other.  Veasey  v.  Perry  ,  29  F.  Supp.  3d  896, 

 905  (S.D.  Tex.  2014)  (citing  “In  Powers,  a  white  criminal  defendant  was  permitted  to  raise  the  right 

 of  an  African–American  to  serve  on  a  jury  without  being  eliminated  on  a  peremptory  challenge  on 

 the  basis  of  race  alone.”)  Both  Districts  took  on  unnecessary  new  voters  see  dkt.  209,  ¶  2,  26,  27. 

 Intervenors  are  not  seeking  to  litigate  claims  of  retrogression  alone,  but  that  retrogression  is 

 actionable  under  §  2  when  joined  with  other  types  of  discrimination  and  is  further  evidence  of 

 intentional   discrimination  see  dkt.   209,  ¶   6,   13,   19   . 

 E.  Retrogression   Analysis   is   Required   Under   §   2. 

 In  just  two  short  paragraphs,  Defendants  assert  that  retrogression  is  inapplicable  to  §  2 

 claims.  For  this  proposition,  Defendants  rely,  inter  alia,  on  Holder  v.  Hall  ,  (512  U.S.  874,  884 

 (1994))  and  Georgia  v.  Ashcroft  ,  (539  U.S.  461,  478  (2003)).  To  be  sure,  those  cases  stand  for  the 

 15  (quoting   Justice  Kagan’s   dissent;  Brnovich   v.   Democratic  National   Committee,   594   U.S.   ___   (2021). 
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 proposition  that  §  2  does  not  have  an  anti-retrogression  standard.  But  to  read  more  than  this  into 

 those  cases  is  logically  unsound.  This  is  so  because  retrogression  means,  in  some  way,  reducing  the 

 ability  of  minorities  to  elect  the  candidates  of  their  choice.  Bush  v.  Vera  ,  517  U.S.  952,  982-983 

 (1996).  It  would  be  passing  strange  if  a  State  could  escape  liability  for  reducing  minority 

 opportunity  to  elect  the  candidates  of  their  choice  without  limits.  There  is  surely  a  constitutional, 

 and   frankly   statutory,   �oor   beyond   which   any   such   retrogression   cannot   go. 

 Accordingly,  merely  noting  that  §  5  retrogression  does  not  apply  to  §  2  claims  does  not 

 solve  the  State's  problem.  Defendants  cannot  violate  the  Constitution  or  Federal  voting  rights  laws 

 and  claim  that  because  they  previously  o�ered  minorities  greater  opportunities  to  elect  candidates 

 of  there  choice,  they  now  have  an  unfettered  hand  to  be  discriminatory.  The  Constitution  permits 

 no  such  harbor  for  racist  redistricting.  Retrogression  must,  therefore,  be  read  in  light  of  prevailing 

 law.  Retrogression  is  legally  applicable  whenever  the  violation  of  minority  rights  violates  current 

 law.  In  the  instant  case,  Intervenors  bring  a  §  2  e�ects  claim,  a  §  2  intentional  discrimination  claim, 

 a  14  th  and  15  th  Amendment  racial  gerrymander  claim.  Any  of  these  claims  may  occur  after  a  period 

 in  which  the  ability  of  minorities  to  elect  candidates  of  their  choice  was  greater  before  the  State’s 

 new   plan   was   enacted. 

 The  Fourth  Circuit  has  explored  this  issue  in  some  detail.  In  reviewing  a  lower  court’s 

 determination  that  retrogression  was  inapplicable  under  §  2,  that  Court  determined  that  “Section 

 2,  on  its  face,  requires  a  broad  totality  of  the  circumstances  review.  League  of  Women  Voters  of  N.C. 

 v.  North  Carolina  ,  769  F.3d  224,  241  (4th  Cir.  2014)(quoting  52  U.S.C.  §  10301(b)(internal 

 citations  omitted)).  Clearly,  an  eye  toward  past  practices  is  part  and  parcel  of  the  totality  of  the 
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 circumstances.”  Id  .  That  Court  noted  that  their  decision  was  in  accord  with  the  Tenth  Circuit 

 (  Sanchez  v.  State  of  Colo.,  97  F.3d  1303,  1325  (10th  Cir.1996))  and  with  the  Sixth  Circuit  16  .)  Ohio 

 State  Conference  of  the  Nat'l  Ass'n  for  the  Advancement  of  Colored  People  v.  Husted  ,  768  F.3d  524, 

 558   (6th   Cir.   2014). 

 F.  §   2   Does   Confer   a   Private   Right   of   Action. 

 If  the  States'  complaints  can  be  characterized  by  saying  that  there  is  much  more  light  than 

 heat,  on  this  claim,  there  isn't  even  light.  Defendants  advance  the  claim  that  §  2  of  the  VRA  does 

 not  provide  a  private  right  of  action.  This  a  bold  claim,  indeed.  It  is  particularly  so  given  the 

 veritable  mountain  of  Intervenors  who  have  brought  private  claims  in  pursuant  to  §  2.  It  might 

 surprise  the  State  of  Texas  itself  which  has  been  defending  §  2  claims  almost  since  the  inception  of 

 the  VRA  in  1965.  The  one  group  whom  it  will  not  surprise  is  Defendants  themselves  who,  as  even 

 they  acknowledge  (ECF  225),  this  very  Court  has  decided  this  very  issue  in  this  very  case.  ECF  58. 

 Defendants’  chutzpah,  notwithstanding,  Intervenors  do  not  seek  to  improve  upon  the  Court’s 

 unambiguous   pronouncement   that   this   issue   is   without   merit. 

 16  “  The  retrogression  analysis  under  §  5  involves  comparing  voting  opportunities  enjoyed  by  minorities 
 under  the  status  quo  as  compared  to  voting  opportunities  minorities  would  have  under  the  electoral 
 system  if  the  proposed  change  is  implemented.  The  focus  is  solely  on  voting  opportunities  enjoyed  by 
 minorities,  and  whether  those  opportunities  would  be  reduced  under  the  proposed  law.  In  contrast, 
 under  the  §  2  analysis,  the  focus  is  whether  minorities  enjoy  less  opportunity  to  vote  as  compared  to 
 other  voters.”  Ohio  State  Conference  of  the  Nat'l  Ass'n  for  the  Advancement  of  Colored  People  v.  Husted  , 
 768   F.3d   524,   558   (6th   Cir.   2014). 
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 V.  Intervenors   Have   Met   Burden   of   Pleading   Intentional   Discrimination. 

 Intervenors  have  met  the  burden  of  pleading  intentional  discrimination.  What  is  clear  from 

 Appendix  A  is  that  the  First  Amended  Complaint  expressly  states  that  Defendants  intentionally 

 discriminated  in  adoption  of  the  current  redistricting  plan,  see  dkt.  209,  ¶  2,  26.  Paragraphs  23,  26, 

 27,  and  28  allege  facts  in  support  of  this  claim,  see  dkt.  209,  ¶  23,  26,  27,  28.  Facts  such  as  how  a 

 full  remedy  required  the  approval  of  leadership,  see  dkt.  209,  ¶  23,  or  how  Defendants  acted  to 

 destroy  a  naturally  occurring  coalition  district,  see  dkt.  209,  ¶  25,  and  that  communities  were 

 cracked  and  packed  to  preserve  white  power,  see  dkt.  209,  ¶  26.  These  facts,  inter  alia  ,  more  than 

 meet  the  standard  of  alleging  facts  that  must  be  taken  as  true.  Accordingly,  Defendants  cannot 

 prevail   on   their   motion   to   dismiss. 

 VI.  Vote   Dilution   Burden   Has   Been   Met. 

 Intervenors  note  from  the  outset  that  the  factors  listed  in  Thornburg  v.  Gingles  ,  (478  U.S. 

 30  (1986))  need  not  be  proved  in  intentional  vote  dilution  claims.  In  a  motion  to  dismiss  posture, 

 that  means,  viewed  in  the  light  most  favorable  to  Intervenors,  the  Court  must  determine  if  the 

 Plainti�  has  alleged  su�cient  facts  to  make  out  a  claim  for  intentional  vote  dilution.  These 

 Intervenors  demonstrably  do.  To  the  extent  that  this  is  at  all  an  open  question,  this  Court 

 conclusively  determined  the  answer,  at  least  for  the  law  of  this  case.  In  the  Preliminary  Injunction 

 Opinion  (ECF  258  at  23)  this  Court  quoted  the  plurality  in  Bartlett  v.  Strickland,  (556  U.S.  1,  24 

 (2009)),  for  the  proposition  that  intentional  action  by  the  State  might  violate  the  Constitution 

 even  without  a  showing  a  violation  of  the  factors  articulated  by  .  Gingles  .  And  this  result  is 

 obviously  correct  when  considering  that  “  Gingles  and  its  progeny  do  not  articulate  general  legal 
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 principles  for  intentional  discrimination  but,  instead,  o�er  an  interpretation  of  one  section  of  the 

 VRA.”  ECF  258  at  22.  And  any  action  by  the  State  that  lessens  the  voting  power  of  covered 

 minorities  speci�cally  because  of  their  status  as  covered  minorities  o�ends  the  14  th  and  15  th 

 Amendments. 

 It  is  also  clear  that  Intervenors  have  alleged  su�cient  facts  to  prevail  on  the  Gingles  factors. 

 Gingles  requires  Intervenors  to  demonstrate  that  a  district  can  be  drawn  where  minorities  are  (1) 

 numerous  and  compact,  (2)  vote  cohesively,  and  (3)  are  systematically  outvoted  by  the  surrounding 

 Anglo  communities.  In  the  Amended  Complaint,  Intervenors  speci�cally  aver  that  a  reasonably 

 compact  district  can  be  created,  see  dkt.  209,  ¶  48,  49.  The  complaint  also  expressly  avers  that  black 

 and  brown  voters  vote  cohesively,  see  dkt.  209,  ¶  3,  that  states  elections  in  Texas  are  racially 

 polarized,  see  dkt.  209,  ¶  33.  Para,  and  that  the  performance  of  18th  Congressional  District 

 decreased  and  became  less  e�ective,  see  dkt.  209,  ¶  3.  Finally,  the  complaint  notes  that  the  30th 

 Congressional  District  was  drawn  to  fall  below  Black  Citizen  Voting  Age  Population,  see  dkt.  209, 

 ¶  25,  26.  Moreover,  this  Court  has  already  found  the  existence  of  polarized  voting  in  the 

 Dallas-Fortworth   Metroplex.  See  ECF   258.,   25.  Rule  12(b)(6)   requires   no   more. 

 Defendants  also  go  to  great  lengths  to  excuse  the  behavior  of  the  Texas  Legislature 

 regarding  the  rushed  nature  of  the  redistricting  proceedings.  But  Defendants,  again,  forget  that  this 

 is  presumably  a  motion  to  dismiss  pursuant  to  FRCP  12(b).  Consequently,  all  of  Intervenor's 

 factual  assertions  are  taken  as  true  and  any  inferences  drawn  therefrom  are  viewed  in  light  of  the 

 Intervenors.  All  of  this  is  to  say,  that  at  least  at  this  stage  of  the  proceedings,  Defendant's  excuses  for 

 its   behavior   are   immaterial. 
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 VI  I.  Coalition   Claims   and   Standing   To   Bring   Them. 

 Defendants  complain  that  the  Intervenors  have  no  standing  to  bring  a  claim  regarding 

 Latino  citizens,  but  the  5  th  Circuit  has  recognized  that  African-Americans  and  Latinos  can  be 

 joined  together  to  form  one  group  for  a  Section  2  vote  dilution  analysis:  There  is  nothing  in  the  law 

 that  prevents  the  Intervenors  from  identifying  the  protected  aggrieved  minority  to  include  both 

 Blacks  and  Hispanics.  Section  1973(a)  protects  the  right  to  vote  of  both  racial  and  language 

 minorities.  See  42  U.S.C.  §§  1973(a)  ,  1973b(f)(2).  Congress  itself  recognized  "that  voting 

 discrimination  against  citizens  of  language  minorities  is  pervasive  and  national  in  scope,"  42  U.S.C. 

 §  1973b(f)(1)  ,  and  similar  discrimination  against  Blacks  is  well  documented.  Voters  in  the 

 benchmark   district   30   could   have   been   used   to   create   a   coalition   or   Latino   opportunity   district. 

 If,  together,  they  are  of  such  numbers  residing  geographically  so  as  to  constitute  a  majority 

 in  a  single  member  district,  they  cross  the  Gingles  threshold  as  potentially  disadvantaged  voters.  To 

 prove  the  fact  of  their  electoral  dilution,  Intervenors  must  prove  that  the  minorities  so  identi�ed 

 actually  vote  together  and  are  impeded  in  their  ability  to  elect  their  own  candidates  by  all  of  the 

 circumstances,  including  especially  the  bloc  voting  of  a  white  majority  that  usually  defeats  the 

 candidate  of  the  minority.  Campos  v.  City  of  Baytown  ,  830  F.2d  1240,  1244  (5  th  Cir.  1988).  This  is 

 plead  in  our  Amended  Complaint,  and  notably  the  Gingles  requirements  could  be  met  both  in  a 

 properly  con�gured  CD9,  18  or  30  while  a  coalition  district  or  Latino  opportunity  district  could 

 be   created. 
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 VIII.  State   of   Texas   Immunity. 

 The   defendants   disagree   with   the    5  th  circuit's   ruling   on   state   immunity.   see   MTD.    The    5  th 

 circuit   was   correct   in   its   decision   on   immunity   being   waived   by   Section   2    as   declared   in 

 OCA-Greater   Houston   v.   Texas  ,   867   F.3d   604,   614   (5th  Cir.   2017)  . 

 CONCLUSION 

 For   the   foregoing   reasons,   Plainti�-Intervenors   respectfully   requests   that   this   Court   deny 

 defendants   motion   to   dismiss   the   complaint.   And   to   the   extent   that   the   Court   �nds   Intervenors 

 First   Amended   Complaint   de�cient,   Intervenors   respectfully   request   the   opportunity   to   replead. 

 Respectfully   submitted, 

 By:  /s/   Gary   Bledsoe  _________________ 
 Gary   L.   Bledsoe 
 State   Bar   No.   02476500 
 Brooklynn   Morris 
 State   Bar   No.   24104428 
 The   Bledsoe   Law   Firm,   PLLC 
 6633   Highway   290   East   #208 
 Austin,   Texas   78723-1157 
 Telephone:   512-322-9992 
 Fax:   512-322-0840 
 gbledsoe@thebledsoelaw�rm.com 
 Garybledsoe@sbcglobal.net 
 bmorris@thebledsoelaw�rm.com 

 Nicholas   Spencer 
 State   Bar   No.   24102529 
 Spencer   &   Associates,   PLLC. 
 9100   Southwest   Freeway,   Suite   122 
 Houston,   TX   77074 
 nas@naslegal.com 
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 Attorneys   for   Plainti�-Intervenors   Eddie   Bernice 
 Johnson,   Sheila   Jackson-Lee,   Alexander   Green 

 and   Jasmine   Crockett 

 CERTIFICATE   OF   SERVICE 
   

 I   certify   that   on   May   12,   2022,   a   true   and   correct   copy   of   Plainti�-Intervenors’   Response   to 

 the   Defendants   Motion   to   Dismiss   was   delivered   via   the   Federal   Court   ECF   system. 

   
         
          /s/Gary   L.   Bledsoe  ________________ 
 Gary   L.   Bledsoe 
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Appendix A. 

Facts Citation Claim 

The plan is also heavily infected 
with an intent to discriminate,  
on the basis of race and 
ethnicity… The drastic changes 
made by the Texas Legislature 
removed tens of thousands of 
voters from this optimum-sized 
district, then added tens of 
thousands of new voters to the 
district. These actions were 
taken in order to ensure that 
white voters would be able to 
control a majority of the 
voting districts in the area. 

Para. 2 VRA, 14th, 15th. 

Of the 10 Congressional 
Districts in the Houston area,  
white voters were drawn to 
control 7 of them, even though 
whites are only 33.6 percent of 
the area population. 

Para. 3 VRA, 14th, 15th. 

Instead of being drawn a new 
Congressional District that they 
could control, Latino voters 
were packed into existing 
African-American and Latino 
opportunity districts, or 
cracked into white- or Anglo-
dominated districts. 

Para. 3 VRA, 14th, 15th. 

Latinos and African-
Americans were sliced and 
diced to make the map of the 
region achieve its 
discriminatory purpose and 
objective. 

Para. 3 VRA, 14th, 15th. 
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Congressional District 9, 
though in need of essentially no 
surgery, received 12 new 
precincts from Fort Bend 
County; 
13 new precincts from Brazoria 
County; 10 new precincts from 
the 18th Congressional District 
in Harris County; and lost 11 
precincts in Fort Bend County.  
Precincts in the Hobby Airport 
area were removed from 
Congressional District 29 and 
moved into Congressional 
District 9. As a result, the 
already optimal-sized district 
became a completely new 
district. 
Performance figures show that 
the African-American voter 
percentages and the related 
performance of the 18th 
decreased. Thus,… it 
retrogressed in terms of 
effectiveness. 

Para. 3 VRA, 14th, 15th. 

The 30th Congressional district 
lost voters to the 6th 
Congressional District. The 
minority voters who were lost 
from that district were placed 
into the 6th in order to provide 

population to the 6th 
Congressional District under 
circumstances where the voters 
who were cracked out of the 
30th would have no ability to 
elect the candidate of their 
choice. 

Para. 4 VRA, 14th, 15th. 
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Further, the 30th was reduced 
from an above 50 percent 
Black Citizen Voting Age 
Majority District to a below 
50 percent Black Citizen 
Voting Age Majority 
District. 

Para. 4 VRA, 14th, 15th. 

Besides being drawn to 
ensure that white voters 
would continue and 
dominate the majority of 
area districts in the Harris 
and Fort Bend Area as well as 
the Dallas Fort Worth 
Metroplex Area, the districts 
were designed to prevent the 
creation of either a new 
Latino opportunity district 
or a new Minority Coalition 
District with a plurality of 
Latino population from 
being drawn in either area. 

Para. 4 VRA, 14th, 15th. 

In the 6th Congressional 
District, a naturally occurring 
minority district was taking 
shape and growing. To stymie 
that rise in minority voters, 
the map drawers cut out 
voters from the 6th and 
placed them in the 30th 
Congressional District, 
thereby requiring displacement 
of existing voters in the nearly 
optimum sized district. 

Para. 5 VRA, 14th, 15th. 

Furthermore, absent corrective 
action from this Court, this new 
redistricting plan will continue 
to dilute the voting strength of 
Texas’ African American and  
Latino citizens and deny them 

Para. 6 VRA, 14th, 15th. 
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fair representation in the 
United States Congress. 

The individual 
Congresspersons are all elected 
with substantial support from 
the African-American and 
Latino voters in the districts 
which they represent. 

Para. 17 VRA, 14th, 15th. 

Proportionally, voters of color 
in Texas are underrepresented 
in the U.S. House of 
Representatives in the new 
map, with white voters being 
able to control at least 24 of the 
38 seats, but more than likely, at 
least 26 seats. The drafting 
scheme involved: (a) packing 
minority voters into districts 
that were already minority 
opportunity districts, and 
therefore, needed no additional 
minority voters; (b) moving 
minority voters into districts 
where they would be outvoted 
by white voters; and (c) a new 
third feature that involves 
placing minority voters in 
districts where they would be 
outvoted by progressive white 
voters. 

Para. 20. VRA, 14th, 15th. 

The Senate, thereafter, adopted 
a map that was even more 
retrogressive as to the 9th and 
18th than is the current 
proposed map. 

Para. 21. VRA, 14th, 15th. 
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In the hastily called House 
Committee hearing on 
redistricting, surprisingly called 
48 hours before the scheduled 
hearing by Chairman Hunter 
who may have been responding 
to pressure from anti-minority 
forces, and called on the same 
day the hearing on the State 
House Map was to take place 
without reasonable notice to 
members of the Black Caucus 
and even members of the House 
Redistricting Committee. 

Para. 22. VRA, 14th, 15th. 

As were many of the members 
of the Legislative Black Caucus,  
Congresspersons Jackson-Lee 
and Green were surprised by the 
short notice of a hearing which 
came on the morning the House 
was scheduled to debate the 
new proposed State House 
Map. 

Para. 22. VRA, 14th, 15th. 

The African-American Vice-
Chair of the Redistricting 
Committee was also unaware 
that the hearing notice was to be 
sent out. 

Para. 22. VRA, 14th, 15th. 

A full remedy as provided for in 
C2131 or other maps available 
to the Legislature was not 
supported by the Texas 

Legislative Leadership and this 
was necessary for it to be 
favorably considered. Support 
for such a full remedy would 
impair or defeat the chances of 
securing the desired white voter 
domination in the area. 

Para. 23. VRA, 14th, 15th. 
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Congressional District 30 was 
unnecessarily reduced below a 
Citizen Voting Age population 
of 50 percent and voters were 
cracked out of the district to be 
placed in areas where their votes 
will essentially not count. 
Voters from the 6th 
Congressional district were 
added to the 30th 
Congressional District to 
prevent a naturally occurring 
minority coalition district and 
ensure continued dominance of 
white voters in the 6th. 
Movement of these voters 
required displacement of other 
voters already with 
Congressional District 30, so a 
number of African-American 
voters were cracked out of the 
district to make way for the new 
voters. 
Congressional District 30 was 
near the optimal size so such 
surgery was unnecessary.  
Intervenor Crockett introduced 
an amendment to the 
retrogression, vote dilution or 
racial gerrymander but was not 
successful in achieving passage. 

Para. 25. VRA, 14th, 15th. 
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The population increases in 
both the Harris County and 
Fort Bend Area as well as the 
Dallas Fort Worth Metroplex 
Area each justified the creation 
of new Congressional minority 
opportunity districts in each 
region. The 2021 plan did not 
create any additional minority 
opportunity or other 
Congressional districts in the 
Dallas Fort Worth Metroplex 
region, but it did create a new 
seat in the Harris County/Ford 
Bend County area. The new 
Harris County/For Bend seat 
will be dominated by white 
voters. A seat could have been 
drawn in this area that was 
either majority Hispanic CVAP 
or majority BHCVAP. 

Para. 25. VRA, 14th, 15th. 

Congressional Districts 9, 18 
and 30 were drawn in a way that 
causes retrogression of the 
minority voter strength and 
further undermines the ability 
of African-Americans and 
Latinos to effectively 
participate in the political 
process in those areas, elect the 
candidates of their choice, and 
intentionally discriminates 
against voters in those districts. 

Para. 26. VRA, 14th, 15th. 

Communities of interest or 
neighborhoods were cracked or 
split and minorities were placed 
in districts for the purposes of 
enhancing white voter power. 

Para. 26. VRA, 14th, 15th. 
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In the Houston area, there was 
an area racial gerrymander 
where black voters were moved 
between different 
Congressional Districts so that 
white voters would dominate 
and to avoid creating naturally 
occurring districts that would 
empower minority voters or 
districts that are required under  
§ 2 of the Voting Rights Act. 

Para. 26. VRA, 14th, 15th. 

Black and Brown voters who 
represented political problems 
in Congressional Districts such 
as 14, 22 and 36 were moved 
from those districts so that 
white voters would dominate. 

Para. 27. VRA, 14th, 15th. 

Congressional Districts 18 and 
30 are retrogressed in the 
adopted plan and they are 
retrogressed so that area vote 
dilution and/or a racial 
gerrymander of each area likely 
would take place. Both took on 
unnecessary new voters.  
Congressional Districts 9, 18 
and 30 are all minority 
opportunity districts. The new 
plan reduced the Black Citizen 
Voting Age population of the 
30th from 51 percent to 48 
percent, and the Texas 
Legislature declined to adopt an 
amendment that would have 
cured this retrogression. 

Para. 28. VRA, 14th, 15th. 
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African-American voters were 
moved from Congressional 
District to Congressional 
District to ensure white voter 
dominance in the Metroplex.  
Black and Brown voters were 
moved from the 6th to the 30th 
and from the 30th to the 32nd 
and from the 5th and 24th to 
the 32nd in order to 
accommodate this scheme. 
Congressional District 24 had 
become a majority non-white 
district but minority residents 
and voters were purged from 
the district so that it is now 
safely a predominately white 
district. 

    

Black and Brown voters and 
voters who voted with them 
were moved into Congressional 
District 7 to strengthen that 
district on behalf of the white 
incumbent. This major transfer 
of voters then required the map 
drawers to crack out 10 
precincts from allied 
communities of interest that 
had worked together in the 18th 
Congressional District and 
place them in the 9th. 

Para. 30. VRA, 14th, 15th. 
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The Legislature failed to draw 
minority coalition districts 
between Black and Brown 
voters, who vote cohesively in 
areas where they are likely to 
constitute a majority of the 
citizen voting age population, 
but where white voters have 
voted as a block statewide (such 
as in the Dallas/Fort Worth 
Metroplex and in the 
Harris/Fort Bend County 
Area). That is another way of 
denying Black and Brown 
voters an election in which they 
decide the candidates they 
prefer and choose. 
When they do get to choose, 
Black and Brown voters have 
voted cohesively in recent 
national, state and presidential 
elections, among others. Black 
and Brown voters have voted 
cohesively in the recent United 
States Senate race in 2018, the 
Lieutenant Governor’s race in 
2018 and the Presidential 
campaigns in 2016 and 2020, 
among many others. 

Para. 31. VRA, 14th, 15th. 

The 2021 Congressional plans 
unnecessarily split communities 
of interest from the 9th, 18th, 
and 30th Congressional 
Districts; removed important 
economic engines from the 9th 
and 18th; packed Latino voters 
unnecessarily into the 18th and 
9th Congressional Districts, 
and were purposefully 
designed to undermine or 
frustrate effective and long-

Para. 33. VRA, 14th, 15th. 
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term voter coalitions in the 
area as well as effective 
minority voter participation. 
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i. The refusal to permit 
participation by the 
Chairperson of the Legislative 
Black Caucus, Nicole Collier, in 
Election Committee Hearings; 
ii. the refusal of the Senate to 
put an African-American 
lawmaker on any election or 
redistricting conference 
committee; 
iii. the refusal of the Senate to 
put a Latino lawmaker on the 
Congressional redistricting bill 
conference committee; 
iv. the refusal of the Senate to 
hear virtual testimony on the 
redistricting bill even though 
the minority community in 
Texas was hugely impacted by 
the coronavirus pandemic; 
v. instead of drafting its own 
Congressional map, the House 
decided to use the Senate 
adopted map as a base map for 
its work, even though House 
leadership was aware of the 
discrimination that existed in 
the Senate plan; 
vi. instituting a rule that 
required before you could 
present an amendment to the 
proposed map for consideration 
in the Senate Committee, you 
must receive the consent of all 
Congresspersons who would be 
impacted; 
vii. the refusal to receive any 
map for consideration in the 
Senate Redistricting 
Committee unless it was 
plugged into the proposed 

  VRA, 14th, 15th. 
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statewide map drawn by the 
white Congresspersons; 
viii. the refusal for transparency 
and appropriate notification. 
For example, on the day that the 
House Redistricting Map for 
the Texas House of 
Representatives  was to be 
considered, the Chairman of 
the House Redistricting 
Committee made a surprise 
announcement that the House 
would have a hearing on a 
Congressional Plan in 48 hours 
and that the Senate Map would 
provide the base map for this 
process; 
ix. the implementation of gate-
keeping rules to prevent Black 
and Brown lawmakers from 
amending discriminatory or 
racial gerrymandering tactics, 
One example is that lawyers 
were brought in for the House 
debate on the Congressional 
bill, so that any amendments 
could no longer simply be 
authorized by the Redistricting 
Chair or the Speaker. This 
group of lawyers for the 
conservative white leadership 
were required to approve 
potential amendments before 
they were accepted for 
consideration on the floor; and 

x. During the House debate on 
the Congressional Map 
Intervenor Applicant Crockett 
and others were required to 
deliver proposed Amendments 
to designated Representatives 
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who would take them to a room 
in which they could not enter 
for the proposed Amendment 
to be reviewed by white lawyers 
before it could be offered. 
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